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To alleviate the huge computational cost in supersonic combustor modeling and to improve
the accuracy of traditional unsteady flamelet model, a zone flamelet is proposed. The main
idea of zone flamelet is to divide the whole turbulent combustion field into a finite number of
control zones and the chemical status in each zone is represented by a single flamelet. With
proper zone division, the scattering of variables over the mixture fraction space is in
controllable small, thus the representative flamelet approaches the real scalar distribution.
The flamelets exchange information through flux-conserved convection when across the
zone boundary, thus the flamelet variables can be transport from upstream to downstream
in a flow manner. Although one additional mixture fraction space is resolved, great
computational cost is still saved because the zone division in physical space is much coarser
than the flow simulation mesh. A simple historical statistics approach is proposed to
estimate the representative temperature, in order to further alleviate the computational cost
in solving the flamelet temperature equation usually with numerous sub-models for
non-adiabatic terms, e.g. radiation and wall heat loss. The zone flamelet model is then
applied to model a scramjet combustor operated at a flight Mach number of 6.5 and a fuel
equivalence ratio of 0.8. The performance of zone flamelet model in highly non-equilibrium
supersonic combustion is compared with the traditional PaSR model.

I. Introduction

E

xperimental measurement of scramjet combustors are difficult, due mainly to the severe thermal load for
instruments and the drastic distortion of supersonic flow field by probing disturbance. Especially the

time-variance and spatial inhomogeneity of high-Re (Reynolds number) supersonic combustion fields requires
transient and three-dimensional information to understand the flow physics in supersonic combustors. Due to the
incapability of physical sensors for supersonic combustor measurements, the measurement data are generally
scare and can be generally classified as two types. The first type of measurement data is used to analyze the
combustion characteristics, including those field information of pressure, temperature, velocity and species
concentrations etc. The other type is used to evaluate the combustor performance, including those combustion
efficiency, total pressure loss, internal friction drag, wall heat flux and net thrust etc. The second type of data are
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slightly easier to obtain without the need of using intrusive instruments (at least not in the high-temperature
core) while the measurement of the first type of data requires the using of non-intrusive optical techniques, such
as CARS (Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Scattering) [1, 2], PLIF (planar induced laser fluorescence) [3-5] and
schlieren [4, 5] systems. However, the non-intrusive optical techniques still can only provide planar or zonal
flowfield information, the three-dimensional flow structures as well as their evolution physics cannot be
revealed solely by the measurements. From this point of view, high-fidelity numerical modeling is almost the
only way to gain deep and comprehensive insights into the internal flow, mixing and combustion processes in
scramjet combustors [6-8].
An intricate problem in modeling the full-scale supersonic combustors is the resolving of
turbulence-chemistry interaction, which is complex in nature since multiple physical scales are involved and
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usually takes much more computational cost than the frozen flow modeling. To accurately resolving the
unsteady flow, mixing and combustion processes as well as the related flow structures in supersonic combustors,
LES (Large Eddy Simulation) or DNS (Direct Numerical Simulation) based high-resolution, and of course
computationally expansive modeling is usually required. To alleviate the huge computational cost, a prior thing
is to speed up the solving of combustion chemistry. Different strategies [9, 10], such as DAC (Dynamic
Adaptive Chemistry)[11-14], ISAT (In Situ Adaptive Tabulation) [15, 16], CCM (Chemistry Coordinate
Mapping) [17], ANN (Artificial Neural Network) [18-21], and GPU acceleration [22] are adopted to reduce the
direct integration (DI) time of stiff chemistry system itself. In addition to those direct acceleration methods,
another brilliant idea is to extract the chemistry solving from the flow modeling by using one conserved scalar
i.e. mixture fraction together with some other status variables (e.g. scalar dissipation rate, progress variable and
flame front location), i.e. the flamelet concept. In flamelet model (FM), by decoupling the chemistry solving in
three-dimensional (3D) space into a virtual one- (1D) or two-dimensional (2D) space coordinated by mixture
fraction and status variable, detailed mechanisms with multiple species and stiff reactions can be economically
employed in modeling full-scale combustors. Thus the model is extraordinary faster than finite-rate combustion
models, e.g. PaSR [23, 24], EDC [25, 26] and MMC [27], which not only solve chemistry in at least
multi-dimensional physical space (plus composition space for MMC) but also transport all the species involved
in the kinetic mechanism(s). The applicability of flamelet model generally assumes a faster chemistry than
turbulent stirring, i.e. thin reaction zone, so that the reactive scalar 𝑌 can be related to the mixture fraction 𝜉
and status variable (usually denoted by scalar dissipation rate 𝜒) as 𝑌 = 𝑌(𝜉, 𝜒) in the whole flowfield. The
asymptotic relation may evolve in time 𝑡 as 𝑌 = 𝑌(𝜉, 𝜒, 𝑡), i.e. unsteady flamelet. Such asymptotic relation is
only valid within the thin reaction zone, where the chemistry is close to equilibrium, while outside the reaction
zone the flow can be simply treated as frozen-chemistry since the fuel equivalence ratio there usually does not
support combustion. However, when the turbulence becomes intense enough or the laminar flame speed 𝑆𝑙 is
lower than the eddy turnover velocity 𝑣 ′ (Taylor-scale velocity), the asymptotic relation used in flamelet
concept is not valid for the whole field any more. Under such circumstance, the flame front is convoluted to
form corrugated reaction zones, and may further be broken up into distributed isolated reaction zone “islands”
[28]. Strictly speaking, asymptotic relation may still exit for each fragmented flamelet (or thin reaction zone),
but due to the intersection and random orientation of those fragmented flamelets no universal asymptotic
relation can be derived for the ensemble of a flame region containing a large number of fragmented flamelets. In
such case, flamelet based models are theoretically inapplicable and finite-rate models are usually used instead.
To extend the use of FM, a new version of unsteady FM - Representative Interactive Flamelets (RIF) model [29]
is proposed by Pitsch et. al., who attempt to correlate 𝑌 and 𝜉 using the concept of representative flamelets
rather than the exact asymptotic relation in the generic FM. The representative flamelet is essentially equivalent
to the conditional expectation of 𝑌 on 𝜉 adopted in CMC combustion model [30], i.e. ⟨𝑌|𝜂 = 𝜉⟩ with 𝜂 the

sampling space variable, thus RIF and CMC have the same physical basis. In the following, the terminologies
“representative” and “conditional” are treated as the same. And the formulation of governing equations in RIF
and CMC are the same except that there is no spatial convection terms in RIF, although they are arrived at from
different perspectives. Unlike FM, the applicability of RIF is not limited to thin reaction zones only, but is
applicable to non-equilibrium, transient and inhomogeneous reaction processes over the whole turbulent field.
The inherent defect in the derivation of RIF lies in that the instantaneous values of Y may not be well
correlated with the conserved scalar 𝜉 for the whole field, where the actual situation may be that the data
scatter around 𝜉 with rather large fluctuations. The reason is because both the turbulence and combustion
chemistry is inhomogeneous, and different turbulence-chemistry modes exist in different flame regions.
Thereby, a single flamelet may not be able to actually represent the correlation between 𝑌 and 𝜉 on the whole
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field. For combustion in homogeneous turbulence, such as homogeneous charge compression ignition (HCCI)
combustion, RIF is especially applicable since the turbulent combustion is statistically homogeneous or the
chemistry is extremely fast, i.e. there is no statistical dependence of local status on physical coordinates other
than the conserved scalar and status variable(s). However, for combustion in anisotropic turbulence, which is the
case in most jet fueled combustors, statistical homogeneity of Y versus 𝜉 cannot be assumed. Thus representing
the combustion chemistry of a whole flowfield by a single flamelet is not accurate anymore, because the scalars
may deviate significantly from the flamelet status. Instead using the concept of local flamelets for different flow
regions bearing different turbulence-chemistry interaction modes may be a more suitable solution, as long as the
local statistical homogeneity can be assumed.
Hydrogen combustion has a short chemical time scale of order ~o(1) μs, implying that the
turbulence-chemistry interaction is all in the flamelet regime [28] and thus the generic flamelet based models
[31-33] can be used. However, such convenience cannot be enjoyed by the modeling of hydrocarbon fueled
combustors. Because that hydrocarbon fuels, e.g. kerosene, usually have much larger chemical time scales of
~o(1) ms and are generally comparable to the flow time scales [34], the reaction progress strongly depends on
the local turbulence mixing rate and thermophysical conditions. The generic unsteady FM uses a mean scalar
dissipation rate averaged over the whole flow field, which may arise inaccuracy because the scalar dissipation
rate is quite inhomogeneous in the computational domain. And also the whole-field-averaged pressure and
temperature passed from the flow solver to the flamelet solver lead to errors, since the local thermophysical
conditions are simply represented by global mean values.
To improve the accuracy of unsteady FM, a concept of zone flamelet is introduced here to divide the whole
computational domain into several zones and the chemical status in each zone is represented by one local
flamelet. With proper zone division, the scattering of variables over the mixture fraction space is in controllable
small, thus the representative flamelet approaches the real scalar distribution. By using the zone flamelet,
higher-resolution modeling of kerosene fueled scramjet combustor becomes available by using a mesh
resolution comparable with frozen chemistry flows. The zone flamelet model is then applied to model a real
supersonic combustor operated at a flight Ma (Mach number) of 6.5. The performance of zone flamelet model in
highly non-equilibrium supersonic combustion is validated through comparing with measurement data. The
same case configuration using finite-rate PaSR model [23, 24] is also modeled to evaluate the accuracy and
computational efficiency of current zone flamelet model.

II. Governing equations
In zone flamelet model, the species are solved in a four dimensional space, i.e. the physical space and the
mixture fraction space, but great computational cost can still be saved because the zone division in physical
space is much coarser than the flow simulation mesh. As the zone shrinks, the stochastic variation deviating

from the representative flamelet diminishes, and thus the assumption in flamelet model is then established. The
flamelet in each zone is not isolated. Across the zone boundaries, the flamelet exchange information with their
neighbor zones through a flux-conserved manner, thus the flamelet variables can be transport from upstream to
downstream in a flow manner.
The instantaneous equations for mixture fraction 𝜉 and the species mass fraction 𝑌𝑖 are given by,
𝜕𝜉
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑌𝑖
𝜕𝑡

⃗ ∙ ∇𝜉 = 𝐷∇2 𝜉
+𝑈

(1)

⃗ ∙ ∇𝑌𝑖 = 𝐷∇2 𝑌𝑖 + 𝑊𝑖
+𝑈

(2)
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⃗ is the velocity vector, D represents the diffusivity, and 𝑊𝑖 denotes the reaction rate with unit s-1. Here
with 𝑈
for simplicity, a unity Liews number is assumed. Using the concept of local representative flamelet 𝑄𝑖 , the
instantaneous mass fraction is defined as
𝑌𝑖 (𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝑄𝑖 (𝜂 = 𝜉(𝑥, 𝑡), 𝑥, 𝑡) + 𝑄𝑖′ (𝑥, 𝑡)

(3)

where 𝜂 is the sampling variable in mixture fraction space, 𝑥 represents the physical coordinate, 𝑄𝑖′
represents the deviation of instantaneous value from the flamelet value at 𝜂 = 𝜉 . 𝑄𝑖 is defined as the
conditional average of 𝑌𝑖 (𝑥, 𝑡) at 𝜉(𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝜂, i.e. 𝑄𝑖 = ⟨𝑌𝑖 |𝜉(𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝜂⟩. Thus ⟨𝑄𝑖′ |𝜂⟩ = 0, and obviously the
zone-averaged 〈𝑄𝑖′ 〉𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒 = ∫⟨𝑄𝑖′ |𝜂⟩𝑃(𝜂) 𝑑𝜂 = 0, with 𝑃(𝜂) the probability density function (PDF) describing
the distribution of 𝜉 in the zone. As the zone shrinks, the number of sampling data points reduces, then 𝑄𝑖
approaches 𝑌𝑖 and 𝑄𝑖′ → 0.
Differentiation of Eq. (3) gives,
𝜕𝑌𝑖
𝜕𝑡

=

𝜕𝑄𝑖
𝜕𝑡

+

∇𝑌𝑖 = ∇𝑄𝑖 +
𝐷∇2 𝑌𝑖 = 𝐷∇2 𝑄𝑖 +

𝜕𝑄𝑖
𝜕𝜂

𝜕𝑄𝑖 𝜕𝜉
𝜕𝜂 𝜕𝑡

𝜕𝑄𝑖
𝜕𝜂

+

𝜕𝑄𝑖′

(4)

𝜕𝑡

(∇𝜉) + ∇𝑄𝑖′

𝐷∇2 𝜉 + 𝐷(∇𝜉)2

𝜕2 𝑄𝑖
𝜕𝜂 2

(5)

+ 𝐷∇𝜉 ∙ ∇ (

𝜕𝑄𝑖
𝜕𝜂

) + 𝐷∇2 𝑄𝑖′

(6)

Substituting Eq. (4)-(6) into Eq. (2), it arrives,
𝜕𝑄𝑖
𝜕𝑡

⃗ ∙ ∇𝑄𝑖 − 𝐷(∇𝜉)2
+𝑈
+(

𝜕𝑄𝑖′
𝜕𝑡

𝜕2 𝑄𝑖
𝜕𝜂 2

+

𝜕𝑄𝑖
𝜕𝜂

(

𝜕𝜉
𝜕𝑡

⃗ ∙ ∇𝜉 − 𝐷∇2 𝜉)
+𝑈

⃗ ∙ ∇𝑄𝑖′ − 𝐷∇2 𝑄𝑖′ ) − 𝐷∇𝜉 ∙ ∇ (𝜕𝑄𝑖 ) − 𝐷∇2 𝑄𝑖 = 𝑊𝑖
+𝑈
𝜕𝜂

(7)

Substituting Eq. (1) into Eq. (7), and taking the average of Eq. (7) on condition that 1) 𝜉(𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝜂 and 2)
within the zone 𝑥 ∈ 𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒, it yields the final governing equation for 𝑄𝑖 as,
𝜕𝑄𝑖
𝜕𝑡

with

2𝑄
𝑖

∂
⃗ ∙ ∇𝑄𝑖 |𝜂⟩
+ ⟨𝑈
+ 𝐸𝑍𝐹𝑀 = ⟨𝑁|𝜂⟩
𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒

∂η2

+ ⟨𝑊𝑖 |𝜂⟩

⃗ ∙ ∇𝑄𝑖′ − 𝐷∇2 𝑄𝑖′ |𝜂⟩
𝐸𝑍𝐹𝑀 = ⟨𝜕𝑄𝑖′ ⁄𝜕𝑡 + 𝑈
− ⟨𝐷𝛻𝜉 ∙ 𝛻(𝜕𝑄𝑖 ⁄𝜕𝜂 )|𝜂⟩𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒 − ⟨𝐷∇2 𝑄𝑖 |𝜂⟩𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒
𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒

(8)
(9)

and scalar dissipation rate defined as 𝑁 = 𝐷(𝛻𝜉)2 . Here the spatial average is taken over the zone, denoted by
adding a subscript “zone”. Note that ⟨𝑄𝑖 (𝜉, 𝑥, 𝑡)|𝜂⟩𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒 = 𝑄𝑖 (𝜂, 𝑥, 𝑡) because the flamelet variable is the same
within the zone. All spatial gradient of 𝑄𝑖 is zero within the zone except on the zone boundary, thus it arrives,

⃗ ∙ ∇𝑄𝑖 |𝜂⟩
⟨𝑈
=
𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒

⃗ |𝜂⟩∙∇𝑄𝑖
∯𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑦⟨𝑈
⃗ |𝜂⟩
∯𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑦⟨𝑈

(10)

which is essentially equivalent to the Gauss’s flux theorem but conveniently expresses the flamelet exchange
flux for irregular zones. Here, it is assumed that the velocity distribution has little similarity with the mixture
fraction distribution in supersonic flows, but largely influenced by the compressibility and wave structures, thus
⃗ |𝜂⟩ = 𝑈
⃗ . Following the analysis in [30], for
the conditional average of velocity within 𝜂 space arrives ⟨𝑈
high-Re flows, ⟨𝐷𝛻𝜉 ∙ 𝛻(𝜕𝑄𝑖 ⁄𝜕𝜂 )|𝜂⟩𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒 ~𝐷𝜉𝐷 −1/2 ∙ 𝑄𝑖 ~𝐷1/2 ~𝑅𝑒 −1/2 , and ⟨𝐷∇2 𝑄𝑖 |𝜂⟩𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒 ~𝐷 ∙ 𝑄𝑖 ~𝑅𝑒 −1
thus can both be neglected. Using the same closure strategy as in the generic CMC,
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⃗ ∙ ∇𝑄𝑖′ − 𝐷∇2 𝑄𝑖′ |𝜂⟩
⃗ ∙ ∇𝑄𝑖′ − 𝐷∇2 𝑄𝑖′ 〉𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒
𝑃(𝜂)𝑑𝜂 = 〈𝜕𝑄𝑖′ ⁄𝜕𝑡 + 𝑈
∫⟨𝜕𝑄𝑖′ ⁄𝜕𝑡 + 𝑈
𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒
⃗ ∙ ∇〈𝑄𝑖′ 〉𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒 − 𝐷∇2 〈𝑄𝑖′ 〉𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒 =0
= 𝜕〈𝑄𝑖′ 〉𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒 ⁄𝜕𝑡 + 𝑈

(11)
⃗ |𝜂⟩ = 𝑈
⃗ is also used. From Eq. (11), it seems that the effect of the first three
In Eq. (11) the assumption of ⟨𝑈
terms in the parenthesis in Eq. (9) is to redistribute 𝑄𝑖 over the mixture fraction space within the zone.
Observed from the DNS data [30], the conditional fluctuations 𝑄𝑖′ usually has the maximum at the
stoichiometric mixture fraction (𝜂 = 𝜉𝑠𝑡 ), and the minimum at the two ends (𝜂 = 0 & 1). Correspondingly, it is
expected the terms involving conditional flucturations have a highest redistribution effect around 𝜉𝑠𝑡 . To
alleviate this redistribution effect, it is expected to control 𝑄𝑖′ at a lower order relative 𝑄𝑖 , i.e. 𝑄𝑖′ ~𝑜(𝜀𝑄𝑖 )
with 𝜀 a small quantity. Thus the closure hypothesis is to neglect the first three terms in the parenthesis in Eq.
(9) by assuming 𝑄𝑖′ ≪ 𝑄𝑖 through a fine enough zone division.
The derivation of zone flamelet model is similar to that of conditional moment closure (CMC) model [30],
but the governing equations are formulated in a zone conserved form. The final equation describes the evolution
of a zone based flamelet due to spatial transport, scalar diffusion and chemical reactions in the four-dimensional
(4D) space. Although similar in the formula, some main differences of Eq. (8) with the CMC equations exist: 1)
no conditional velocity is introduced and the conditional averaged convection term is calculated as a whole,
because the correlation of velocity with mixture fraction is weak in supersonic flows. 2) the spatial convection
across the zone boundary from neighbor zone(s) is calculated as a surface integral based on Gauss’s theorem. 3)
conditional fluctuation terms are neglected as their redistribution effect diminish as the zone division increases.
Eq. (8) is solved by Operator Splitting (OS) method. Firstly, a finite volume method is used to solve the
convective part because the flamelet zone can be irregular in geometric shape and can contains random number
of cells. Using The transient term and convection term are integrated over a control volume and the transient
PDE in integral form is linearized as follows:
𝜌𝑛+1 𝑄𝑖𝑛+1 −𝜌𝑛 𝑄𝑖𝑛
∆𝑡

+

𝑛
𝑓

⃗ 𝑄𝑖𝑛 )
∑𝑓 𝑆𝑓 ∙(𝜌𝑈
∆𝑉

=0

(12)

where n and n+1 represents the current and next-step values, f represents boundary faces, 𝑆𝑓 is the boundary
face area vector. The density 𝜌 is added to ensure a mass conservation when across the zones. In determining
the face values of 𝑄𝑖𝑛 , a simple upwind scheme is used. Secondly, the diffusion in mixture fraction space is
solved by finite difference method to smooth any peaks in the 𝑄𝑖 distribution:
𝜕𝑄𝑖
𝜕𝑡

= ⟨𝑁|𝜂⟩

∂Q𝑖
∂ξ2

(13)

where ⟨𝑁|𝜂⟩ is calculated by a historical statics approach as introduced below. Finally, the chemistry is solved
using the representative flamelet variables as the inputs of rate expressions,

𝜕𝑄𝑖
𝜕𝑡

= ⟨𝑊𝑖 (𝑌𝑖 , 𝑇)|𝜂⟩ ≈ 𝑊𝑖 (𝑄𝑖 , 𝑄𝑇 )

(14)

Such a first-order closure [30] is achieved by a Taylor expansion of the Arrhenius formula to the second order
around the conditional mean, then conditionally averaging the results and neglecting all the conditional
fluctuation terms.
The flamelet temperature 𝑄𝑇 influences the reaction progress in each mixture fraction space represented by
a flamelet. In addition to solving the flamelet or conditional temperature equations, various algebraic models has
been proposed, e.g. the enthalpy defect/excess model [35-43] and Conditional Source-term Estimation (CSE)
[44, 45]. Here, the representative flamelet temperature is not solved from its flamelet equation, mainly to avoid
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the complex construction of sub-models in the flamelet space for various heat additions or sinks, such as the
viscous dissipation, the radiation and the wall heat loss.
Ignoring the enthalpy defect fluctuations (𝐻′ ~𝑜(0)) [42], and therefore the corresponding PDF distribution
̃. then
of ⟨𝐻|𝜂⟩ is assumed to be a Dirac delta function centered on the local mean value of the enthalpy 𝐻
⟨𝐻|𝜂⟩ can be estimated using an approach of historical statistics,
̃|𝜉̃ = 𝜂⟩ = 1 ∑𝑡𝑡𝑛 ⟨𝐻
̃|𝜉̃ = 𝜂⟩
⟨𝐻|𝜂⟩ = ⟨𝐻
𝑛−𝑖
𝑛

(15)

where n is the number of sampling data points with the condition 𝜉̃ = 𝜂. Generally, the time sampling window
Δ𝑡 = 𝑡𝑛 − 𝑡𝑛−𝑖 should not span too many time steps, in order to reflect the latest temperature field. Such a
statistical enthalpy approach mimics the enthalpy defect/excess model [35, 36] but provides a more reasonable
estimation of the enthalpy defect/excess status in each zone. Then the flamelet temperature can be calculated as
a function of conditional enthalpy and flamelet mass fractions 𝑄𝑇 = 𝑓(⟨𝐻|𝜂⟩, 𝑄𝑖 ). The current historical
statistics approach also significantly saves the computational cost in directly solving the flamelet temperature
equation with numerous sub-models needed to be included for real combustor cases.
Similarly, the conditional scalar dissipation rate ⟨𝑁|𝜂⟩ is estimated by the same historical statistics
approach to approximate its distribution in the mixture fraction space,
1
̃|𝜉̃ = 𝜂⟩
⟨𝑁|𝜂⟩ = ∑𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛−𝑖⟨𝑁
𝑛

(16)

The 𝛽-function PDF is used in this study because of its continuous shape for integration and the implication
of 𝛿-function in its expression. 𝑃(𝜂) is given as a function of the mean mixture fraction 𝜉̃ and its variance
"2 . Favre mean equations for 𝜉̃ and 𝜉̃
"2 are respectively solved from their governing equations [46]. The
𝜉̃
̃𝑖 are recovered by Favre PDF weighted integration,
Favre mean species mass fractions 𝑌
̃𝑖 = ∫ 𝑄𝑖 𝑃(𝜂)𝑑𝜂
𝑌

(17)

̃ and 𝑌
̃𝑖 .
and then Favre mean temperature 𝑇̃ is obtained given 𝐻
Generally, there can be two types of zone division methods. One is to divide the computation domain
simply according to the geometric shape and the global flow pattern, and the other is to dynamically divide the
domain according to the local flow pattern. In this study, the simple geometric division is adopted, and the
domain is divided into 40 slices from the upstream entrance to the downstream outlet by considering that fuel of
the same residence time shares approximately the same conditional flame structure. In the future study, the
dynamic zone division based on mixture fraction or scalar dissipation rate will be tested and evaluated.

III. Numerical implementation
The Favre-filtered or Favre-averaged Navier–Stokes equations governing a mixture of thermally perfect
gases are solved together with the transport equations for species and absolute enthalpy. Thermodynamic curve
fitted from McBride et al. JANAF thermophysical properties[47] are used for species-specific heats and

enthalpies. Sutherland formula [48] and Wilke’s law [49, 50] are used to calculate the molecular viscosity of
multicomponent mixture. The mixture thermal coefficient is obtained assuming a constant Prandtl number of
1.0. Molecular diffusion processes are described by Fick’s law, parameterized by a constant Schmidt number of
1.0.
A. Experimental case
Supersonic combustion in the elliptical combustor is tested in a continuous-flow supersonic combustion test
facility. The vitiated air heater provides high-enthalpy incoming flow through burning hydrogen with oxygen
replenishment in air stream. Liquid kerosene heated to supercritical status by an electric ceramic heater is
delivered to the test article. The scramjet combustors are composed of three sections: a 600-mm-long isolator
section with a slight 0.7°divergence angle, an 800-mmm-long burner section, and a 600-mm-long expander
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section with a large 4°divergence angle. There are two circumvented cavities assembled in tandem in the burner
section for the purpose of flame anchoring and possibly re-ignition. Both the cavities have a depth of 15 mm and
a length-depth ratio of 7. The aft walls of the cavities are at an angle of 45° relative to the cavity floor.
Supercritical kerosene is injected through 6 circumferential injection portholes with the diameter of 2.5 mm.
Static pressure is measured by Motorola MPX2200 pressure transducers along the inner wall of the combustor
assembly all with 50 mm intervals.
In the test case, the incoming vitiated air has a Ma of 3.0, a raised stagnation temperature of 1600 K and a
mass flow rate of 3.6 kg/s at the isolator entrance, which are set to simulate a flight Ma of 6.5. The compositions
of vitiated air are N2 in 60.5% mole fraction, O2 in 21.7% and H2O in 17.8%. The global fuel equivalence ratio
is 0.8 (symbolized by Φ). The total pressure and temperature of supercritical kerosene is 5.77 MPa and 784 K
respectively. The combustor is not protected by any recirculating water-cooling system, however no significant
damage to the wall surface after the test duration of approximately 27 s, suggesting that the wall temperature is
still within the thermal limit (~ 1300 K) of the wall material.
B. Turbulence closure
The traditional Boussinesq hypothesis is used to relate unresolved turbulent stresses to the rate of strain of
the resolved velocity field by equally treating the turbulent viscosity in RANS (Reynolds-Averaged
Navier-Stokes) and the subgrid scale (SGS) viscosity in LES. Gradient diffusion models parameterized by
constant Prandtl (1.0) and Schmidt (1.0) numbers are used to account for the heat and mass fluxes due to
unresolved turbulent eddies. Closure of the SGS stress tensor and scalar fluxes is accomplished by specifying an
eddy viscosity to simulate both the subgrid-scale and near-wall turbulence effects. Improved Delayed Detached
Eddy Simulation (IDDES) [51, 52] is employed in this study to enable an automatic choice of RANS or LES
mode depending on the local boundary layer thickness and turbulent viscosity. In IDDES, when the
non-dimensional normal wall distance becomes excessively large, a so-called wall modeled LES (WMLES)
branch will be activated to directly bridge the viscosity-affected sublayer (VASL) between the wall and the
logarithmic layer, through acting as a semi-empirical wall function to model the wall stress in the first off-wall
points in the logarithmic layer. In comparison with previous studies [53-55] conducted by the authors’ group,
the application of IDDES apparently weakens the influence of near-wall meshing on the internal flow fields.
In a comparative case, the effect of micro-mixing due to unresolved eddies on chemical reaction rate is
modeled by PaSR model, where the final reaction rate ωt is mutually determined by the characteristic time
scales of chemical reactions τc and turbulent micro-mixing τmix ,

t  l

c
 c   mix

(18)

where l is the reaction rate over the current integration time step, τmix is the micro-mixing time scale, and
Cmix = 1.0. In PaSR, the micro-mixing time scale τmix is on the same order of magnitude of Kolmogorov time
scale τk ,

τmix = Cmix (

νeff 1/2
ϵ

)

~o(τk ) with Cmix = 1.0. In the S-A based DES, the SGS turbulent kinetic

energy k 𝑠𝑔𝑠 and it dissipation rate 𝜖 are estimated from their relationships with SGS eddy viscosity 𝜈𝑡 , i.e.
k 𝑠𝑔𝑠 = (𝜈𝑡 ⁄(𝑐𝑘 𝑑𝐷𝐷𝐸𝑆 ))2 and 𝜖 = 2𝜈𝑒𝑓𝑓 |𝑆𝑖𝑗 |

2

, with 𝑐𝑘 = 0.07 and 𝑆𝑖𝑗 is the strain rate. The overall

chemical time scale is estimated as the summation ratio of species concentrations to reaction rates
τc = ∑ 𝑐𝑖 ⁄∑ 𝜔𝑖 .
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In the serial studies conducted by the authors’ group, the detailed kerosene mechanism proposed by Dagaut
et al. [56] is reduced under the typical working condition range of scramjet combustors, i.e. equivalence ratio of
0.6-1.4, static pressure of 0.5-3.0 bar, and static temperature of 300-3000 K. Till now, four versions of skeletal
mechanisms, respectively 48s/197r [55], 39s/153r [53, 54], 28s/92r [34] and current 19s/54r [57], have been
developed from the original 2815s/8217r mechanism [56] by using a highly efficient and reliable directed
relation graph with error propagation and sensitivity analysis (DRGEPSA) method [58] in together with
manual path analysis. Although the mechanism size has been significantly reduced, the key kinetic properties
such as adiabatic flame temperature, heat release rate, ignition delay and laminar flame speed agree well with
the original detailed mechanism. In this study, the latest version of reduced RP-3 mechanism with species
number of 19 and reaction number of 54 will be used in the combustion models.
C. Numerical details
The modeling is performed by the compressible reacting flow solver AstroFoam, which is developed on the
basis of the compressible flow solver rhoCentralFoam distributed with OpenFOAM V3.0.1 CFD package [59]
mainly through adding the features of multi-species transport and multi-component reaction. AstroFoam
together with the original rhoCentralFoam solver was firstly validated for various frozen flows, including the
canonical shock tube problem, forward step flow, hypersonic flow over a boconic and supersonic jets [60-63].
The solver is then applied for various scramjet combustor cases [34, 54] to examine its accuracy and robustness
in the engineering modeling of supersonic combustion.
The governing equations for momentum, species and energy are solved explicitly for the advection and
implicitly for the other processes by using operator splitting (OS) method. Explicit systems formulated as Ax=b
(A is the coefficient matrix, x is the unknown variable field, and b is the source term field) involve only diagonal
terms of matrix A (A.diag) and can be directly solved by the diagonal solver as x=b/A.diag. For implicit systems,
the large sparse matrixes are solved by conjugate gradient solvers preconditioned by diagonal
incomplete-Cholesky factorization for symmetric matrixes (those without advective terms) and incomplete-LU
factorization for asymmetric matrixes.
First-order implicit Euler method is used for the temporal marching, while second-order spatial difference is
achieved by using the TVD (Total Variation Diminishing) [64] or (NVD) Normalized Variable Diagram (NVD)
[65] interpolation scheme with appropriate flux limiter. Those second order flux limiters are designed to pass
through a certain region of the solution, known as the TVD region, in order to guarantee the scheme
stability. Figure 1 compares some common flux limiters on the TVD region. As seen, the TVD-type Minmod
limiter and the NVD-type SFCD limiter overlap with each other, and thus have equivalent interpolation
accuracy. The Superbee has the minimum numerical viscosity among the second order limiters, and
correspondingly the least numerical instability. When the parameter of the Gamma differencing limiter
decreases from 1 to 0, its numerical dissipation reduces to 0 since the scheme itself becomes the central scheme,

but its numerical dispersion rises significantly. The vanLeer limiter is identical to the Gamma 1 limiter for
𝑟 < 1 (r - successive gradient ratio), but drifts towards the backward difference for 𝑟 > 1. In our numerical
tests of supersonic combustor modeling, the Superbee and Gamma 0 limiters show the worst numerical stability
since large flow gradients and discontinuities are fully filled in the supersonic combustion fields. While the
vanLeer and the Gamma 1 limiters occasionally lead to divergence due to unphysical interpolation values, e.g.
negative density or infinite large flow speed. Generally, the Minmod and SFCD limiters show the best
numerical stability while acceptable numerical dissipation for capturing the main eddy features in the combustor,
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and are thus used in current case calculations.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Limiter functions overlaid onto second-order TVD region (enclosed by the black dashed lines);
𝐫 represents the ratio of successive gradients on the solution mesh, and the limiter function is constrained
to be 𝛟(𝐫) ≥ 𝟎
The computational domain contains the isolator, burner and expander sections. Due to the bilateral
symmetry of the combustors, quarterly split domain is modeled with symmetrical boundary condition applied to
the splitting planes. The whole domain is firstly meshed by using Cartesian CutCell method with uniform 1 mm
cells, which are then adaptively refined based on the local curvature and size function. Away from the boundary
layer, the minimum cell size is 0.125 mm, which is mainly distributed around the fuel injectors. The first
near-wall cell height in the inflation layer is 5 𝜇𝑚, which corresponds to a non-dimensional cell size y*<1 on all
the wall surfaces for the examined combustor flows. The total cell number in the split combustor domain is 27.4
million for the elliptical combustor. In the following analysis, the coordinate origin locates at the lower left
corner of the isolator inlet plane viewed from outside, with X, Y and Z respectively represent the streamwise,
height and spanwise directions.
Fixed pressure, temperature and velocity on the isolator inlet and the fuel inlets are set as the same as the test
configurations. Open boundary condition is applied to the expander outlet, where zero gradient is used for
outflow and ambient flow conditions for temperature and gas composition are specified should backflow occur.
Inner wall temperature along the streamwise direction is specified linearly from 500 K at the isolator entrance to
1200 K at the expander outlet.
The computations are performed in parallel at national supercomputer center in Tianjin (TH-1) using 240
CPU cores. The total calculation time is 150,000 CPU hours for the PaSR modeling, while only around 10% for
the modeling based on zone flamelet. Each modeling case was running with 3 flush through times (FTTs) for
data sampling and statistics.

IV. Results and discussion
Figure 2 compares the time-averaged streamwise static pressure on the ensemble wall predicted respectively
by PaSR and current zone flamelet model. The measurements were repeated for three times to ensure the data

reliability. The predictions by PaSR and zone flamelet are similar, and both agree well with the measurements.
The peak pressure rise ratio (the ratio of maximum pressure to the inlet pressure 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 /𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡 ≈ 3.8) and initial
pressure rise location are both correctly predicted, and the general trends are also well predicted by the two
models. The major difference between the predictions and the measurements lie in the sharper initial pressure
rise at the beginning. The pressure profiles on the descending side are similar with each other and almost
identical to the measurements. The pressure valley immediately before the downstream cavity, which cannot be
observed in current coarser measurements, needs to be validated in the future experiment through laying more
pressure transducers there.
Figure 3 shows the basic flow structures visualized by numerical shadowgraph. The location and wave
structures of shock train in the isolator are rather similar for the predictions by PaSR and zone flamelet. The
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interaction of shock waves from the opposite walls belongs to Type I shock-shock interference [66]. The shock
train is enveloped by a drum-shape detached boundary layer. Also the bow shock attached to the fuel jet
immediately out of the porthole can be observed. The unburnt fuel jet extends till the end of the upstream cavity
for the PaSR case, while a much shorter unburnt fuel jet extends only to the leading edge of upstream cavity for
the zone flamelet case. Another important difference is that the plume structures of hot combustion gas layer are
in larger scale yet irregular for the zone flamelet case, while finer yet more uniform for the PaSR case.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Comparisons of predicted time-averaged static pressure with the measurements for the (a)
PaSR and (b) Zone flamelet modelings

(a)
(b)
Figure 3. Instantaneous fields for numerical shadowgraph (Laplacian of the density field) on the clip
planes through one injector, predicted by (a) PaSR and (b) zone flamelet
The time-averaged Ma (Mach number) fields shown in Figure 4 indicate that the distribution of subsonic
regions are quite similar for the two modeling cases, i.e. attached to the shock train and the two cavities. The
sizes of subsonic regions are also similar, with a slightly larger one attached to the upstream cavity for the zone
flamelet case, and small spots of subsonic regions along the combustor axis after each pseudo shock wave can
be observed. The Ma in the expander is higher for the zone flamelet case but the mean flow speed are almost the
same, this can be explained by the lower mean temperature and thus lower sonic speed there.
From Figure 5, the most obvious difference shown by the instantaneous temperature fields is the flame
stabilization mode [4], which is the cavity mode for the PaSR case while the jet wake mode for the zone

flamelet mode. And as pointed out in Figure 3, the coherent flame structures is in larger scale yet irregular for
the zone flamelet modeling, this is mainly because the heat release is more concentrated in zone flamelet mode
while more distributed in the full-transport and finite-rate PaSR model. In zone flamelet model, the local heat
release is closely conditioned by the mixture fraction and apparently more intense around the iso-surface of
stoichiometric mixture fraction. From the time evolution of instantaneous temperature fields in the PaSR case,
the upstream cavity acts as a constant igniter, where the flame is intermittent, and the downstream cavity acts as
a flame holder, where the flame resides there all the time. Hereby the mean temperature around the downstream
cavity is 100-200 K higher for the PaSR case. In the zone flamelet case, the flame always resides in the thin
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mixing layer above the two cavities.

(a)
(b)
Figure 4. Time-averaged Ma fields on the clip planes through one injector, predicted by (a) PaSR and (b)
zone flamelet

(a)
(b)
Figure 5. Instantaneous temperature fields on the clip planes through one injector, predicted by (a) PaSR
and (b) zone flamelet
The distributions of mixture fraction (denoted as 𝜉) in Figure 6 are generally similar for the two models, i.e.
the mixing or dispersion of fuel is mainly finished before the end of upstream cavity with 𝜉 decreases quickly
to below 0.3. Another observation is that the jet penetration is lower for the zone flamelet case, probably
because the reaction on the upwind side of the fuel jet quickly decreases the local Ma thus significantly reduces
the jet momentum flux. While for the PaSR case, there is little reaction on the upwind side. Usually, the mixing
performance is accessed in frozen-chemistry condition in the design of a supersonic fuel injector, while little
attention is paid to examine the influence of combustion on the mixing. The reactions decrease the local Ma
through two main mechanisms, 1) increasing the gas constant 𝑅 = 𝑅𝑢 ⁄𝑀𝑊 , where 𝑅𝑢 is the universal gas
constant and MW is the molecular weight, by pyrolyzing the large-molecule hydrocarbon fuel(s) into more
small-molecule hydrocarbons (e.g. CH3, C2H4); 2) increasing the temperature by exothermic reactions. That
means fierce reactions may not always be helpful in improving the combustion efficiency but rather may
decrease it through decreasing the jet penetration and then macro-mixing. This is the reason why applying
global mechanisms or assuming equilibrium chemistry may significantly underpredict the pressure rise ratio.
Thus in the design of supersonic injectors, it would be beneficial to suppress the reactions in the jet foot to
maintain a high momentum flux and increase the jet penetration height.

(a)
(b)
Figure 6. Instantaneous mixture fraction fields on the clip planes through one injector, predicted by (a)
PaSR and (b) zone flamelet; the solid white line denotes stoichiometric condition (𝛏=0.068)
Figure 7 compares the distributions of CO, H2O and OH predicted by PaSR and zone flamelet. CO is formed
since the jet wake in the zone flamelet case, while the formation of CO only starts since the upstream cavity in
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the PaSR case. The CO distribution clearly indicates the two-layer flow pattern, i.e. the upper hot combustion
gas layer and the beneath cold crossflow layer. CO almost fully fills the expander since the downstream cavity
in both cases. The coherent plume structures are obviously in larger scale for the zone flamelet case, probably
because the chemistry is represented globally by a single flamelet in each zone. H2O is formed in the cavity
and/or shear/mixing layer and then accumulated in the expander. The difference between zone flamelet and
PaSR modellings is that there is little reaction (indicated by H2O formation) in the shear/mixing layer, while
reactions start since the upwind side of the fuel jet till the downstream shear/mixing layer, forming a jet-wake
flame stabilization mode. The OH distribution can be considered as an indicator of the actual reaction zones,
which are distributed mainly in a thick mixing layer after the upstream cavity for the PaSR case and a much
thinner shear/mixing layer since the jet wake for the zone flamelet case. This is because the flamelet based
models identify the reaction zones only by the local mixture faction, thus the upwind shear/mixing layer with
stoichiometric iso-surface embedded inside is considered to have the same reaction status as that on the leeward
side (i.e. inside the cavity). One of the main drawback of flamelet based modes is that they do not distinguish
the two sides of a jet, which is reasonable for axial jet flames but may incorrectly ignite the upwind side for
transverse jet flames. A future model correction should be made to improve the prediction near the jet root.

(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)

(e)
(f)

Figure 7. Instantaneous mass fraction fields of (a-b) CO, (c-d) H2O and (e-f) OH on the clip planes
through one injector, predicted by (up) PaSR and (down) zone flamelet
Compared with the PaSR modelling with full-transport and finite-rate stiff chemistry modeling, the current
zone flamelet modeling significantly reduces the computational cost by at least one order of magnitude, i.e. the
chemistry solving time in the zone flamelet modeling is only 10% of that in the PaSR modeling. Apart from the
flow modeling part, the solving of combustion chemistry requires a total of 27.4 million (i.e. the element
number) direct integrations (DIs). While the zone flamelet modeling requires only 𝑁𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒 × 𝑁𝜉 (𝑁𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒 number of zone division, 𝑁𝜉 - grid number in the mixture fraction space) DIs. In this current study, a total of
𝑁𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒 =40 zones are divided simply according to the combustor geometry, and a grid with 𝑁𝜉 =100 and
clustering around the stoichiometric mixture fraction is meshed in the mixture fraction space. Thus the times of
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DIs are significantly reduced to 1.5% in the zone flamelet modeling relative to the PaSR modeling. Furthermore,
considering only the transport of mixture fraction and its variance are solved in the zone flamelet modeling
while the full transports of all the species are solved in the PaSR modeling, the time saving in scalar transport is
also substantial. Due to the use of ISAT technique, the computational time of stiff chemistry in the PaSR and
zone flamelet cases are both significantly saved. But still the zone flamelet coupled with ISAT shows an 10-fold
increase in the computational efficiency of combustion chemistry than the PaSR with ISAT.

V. Conclusions
A novel zone flamelet model is proposed in this study to alleviate the computational cost in supersonic
combustor modeling and to better represent the local turbulence-chemistry interaction. To account for the
different turbulence-chemistry modes existing in inhomogeneous turbulent combustion, e.g. most jet-fueled
combustors, the concept of local flamelets for different flow regions is proposed by assuming local statistical
homogeneity of Y versus 𝜉. The zone flamelet is developed through dividing the whole computational domain
into a number of control zones and the chemical status in each zone is represented by one local flamelet. With
proper zone division, the local flow conditions can be assumed to be homogeneous, where the scattering of
variables over the mixture fraction space is in controllable small, thus the representative flamelet approaches the
real scalar distribution. The flamelets exchange information with the neighbor zones through a flux-conserved
manner when across the zone boundary, thus the flamelet variables can be transport from upstream to
downstream in a flow manner.
The zone flamelet is similar with the traditional CMC model, but the governing equations are formulated in a
zone conserved form. Some major differences are: 1) mean velocity is used instead of conditional velocity; 2)
spatial convection across the zone boundary is calculated as a surface integral; 3) conditional fluctuation terms
are neglected. To avoid the construction of sub-models in the flamelet space for various non-adiabatic terms
(e.g. viscous dissipation, radiation and wall heat loss) and further reduce the computational cost, the
representative flamelet temperature is calculated based on a historical statistics of total enthalpy in each zone
over the mixture fraction space, rather than resolving from its flamelet equation.
The zone flamelet model is then applied to model a real supersonic combustor operated at a flight Ma (Mach
number) of 6.5, and compared with finite-rate PaSR. Both the initial pressure rise location and the peak pressure
rise ratio of time-averaged pressure are well predicted by zone flamelet and PaSR. And the overall pressure
profiles predicted by the two models are close. The location and wave structures of shock train in the isolator are
rather similar for the predictions by PaSR and zone flamelet. The most obvious difference is the flame
stabilization mode, which is the cavity mode for the PaSR case while the jet wake mode for the zone flamelet
mode. This is due to the inherent drawback of flamelet based modes as they do not distinguish the two sides of a

jet, which is reasonable for axial jet flames but may incorrectly ignite the upwind side for transverse jet flames.
In addition, The coherent flame structures is in larger scale yet irregular for the zone flamelet modeling, this is
mainly because the heat release is more concentrated in zone flamelet mode while more distributed in the
full-transport and finite-rate PaSR model. A future model correction should be made to improve the prediction
near the jet root.
Compared with the PaSR modelling coupled with ISAT, the current zone flamelet modeling coupled with
ISAT significantly reduces the computational cost by at least one order of magnitude, i.e. the chemistry solving
time in the zone flamelet modeling is only 10% of that in the PaSR modeling. This is mainly because the time of
direct integrations (DIs) and scalar transports are significantly saved in zone flamelet model.
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